Hike to Abudelauri Lakes
Adventure & Trekking Tours
Overview

Hike to Abudelauri Lakes
Starts from: Tbilisi
Available: June-July
Type: Private Full day trip
Total Distance: 220 km (4 h double way)

Welcome on a beautiful off-road trails along the Greater Caucasus Mountains. T

hiking tour from Tbilisi by 4x4WD to the colorful lakes of Abudelauri in Khevsu

Tour

Code: TB-PT-TR-AB-01

details

Starts from: Tbilisi
Max. Group Size: 12 Adults
Duration: Full Day

Prices

Group size
Solo
2-3 people
4-5 people
6 people <
*Online booking deposit:

Child Policy
0-1 years - Not
recommended
2-6 years - 40 €

*Online booking deposit will be deducted from
7 years and over - Adult

As for the remaining sum, you can pay it with one

Bank transfer - in Euro/USD/GBP currency, no later than two weeks befo
VISA/Mastercard - in GEL (local currency) in Tbilisi only, before the tour
guide via POS terminal. Card service fee +3%

Cash – GEL only, directly to the nearest TBC Bank office or TBC Bank Cash
beginning of the tour.

For larger group, or custom itinerary please contact us at adventure[at]geor
Tips for booking procedure:

How to know which “Operator” to select?

You only need to select Operator name if you have previously communicated w
via phone or email, otherwise please leave it at default.

Sights to

Abudelauri Lakes

Visit

Chaukhi Mountain
Pshav-Khevsureti
Roshka
Zhinvali Reservoir

Itinerary Tbilisi-Roshka-Chaukhi-Roshka-Tbilisi
Suggested time to start the tour is 08:00 AM.

In the morning pick up from your hotel and leave Tbilisi. Drive to the North from

to the back road to Magaroskari and follow the mountain gavel road. To reach

another challenge, only 4X4WD jeep can get to this village. Roshka is in range
Georgia.
12:00 Arrive to Village Roshka and start trekking up to the lakes.

Abudelauri Lakes are located on the base of Mount Chaukhi, to the North of t
Caucasus Mountains, Khevsureti province, Georgia.

The trail starts from the village Roshka at the elevation of 2200m. Explore the

and start trekking up to the beautiful alpine zone lakes (about 5-7km one way)

Abudelauri Gorge surrounded by the mountains from three sides. The lakes a

glaciers and have different colors: green, white and blue. The most distinguishe

17:00 Return back to the jeep in Roshka village and drive back to Tbilisi along
covered with wild nature flowers.
On the way make a stop for dinner in the local restaurant in Bulachauri.
Arrive back to Tbilisi about 21:00-22:00

Inclusions Included
4X4WD comfortable jeep a/c
Professional private trekking-guide service
Lunch
Dinner

Excluded
Travel insurance

More Info Additional Info
You need comfy hiking shoes for that trip!
Additional Info:

* Make sure you wear comfortable hiking shoes, long pants, a hat and bring
itinerary.

·

Extra services:
Hiking Poles: 15 € per person
OPTIONAL SERVICES:
·

Tbilisi airport private pick up service: 25 €
·

Tbilisi airport private drop off service: 22 €
·

Tbilisi airport private transfer double way: 40 €

10% Discount is available for “early bird” booking (6 months before your land
To arrange airport transfers and pre-(post) tour hotel overnights, contact us at
[at]georgianholidays.com

Cancellation Policy
Cancellation is free of charge prior 2 days of the starting day.
The booking deposit 15 Euro is non-refundable.

If Tourist cancels the booked tour for some reasons not depending on Tour Ope
are kept back as a fine:
50% of the total cost of tourist product in case of tour cancellation 2 days
100% of the total cost of the tourist product due to the Tourist's failure to
Terms & Conditions PDF
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